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GUMMY SMILE SURGERY & YOUR SMILE

 “I just want more 
smile and less gums!”

You take the photo album down from the shelf and start flipping through the pages.  As you pass 

through dozens of photos, you start to realize something.  In every picture, you are not showing your 

teeth.  No gums, no smile, always hesitating.  The theme of your days becomes more and more evident 

as you turn more pages of the album.

Quite simply, you know that your smile isn’t what you want it to be.  It is too gummy.  Every time you 

smile, you notice that your gums stand out more than your teeth.  “What can I do about this gummy 

smile?” you mumble to yourself as you stare at your reflection in the mirror.  “I just want more smile and 

less gums!” you announce.

Luckily, Dr. Gloria Ospina is here in Miami to serve just those needs.  Dr. Ospina is one of the fore-

leaders on gummy smile surgery.  Not only does she specialize in cosmetic laser surgery, but she 

has created her own technique that is patent pending.  If you are looking for the best in gummy smile 

surgery, then you do not have to look any further than to Gables Perfect Smile!

Dr. Gloria Ospina can turn your gummy smile into a smile that you are proud of for a lifetime.  But what 

does the procedure entail?  What makes Gables Perfect Smile the perfect place for your gummy smile 

surgery?  What are the risks and the success rate to the surgery?  All of these questions and more 

will all be answered in Dr. Ospina’s gummy smiles eBook, so keep reading to have all of your inquiries 

answered!



WHY ARE OUR CONSULTATIONS SO 
IMPORTANT?

WHAT IS GUMMY SMILE SURGERY?

Gummy smile surgery combines multiple techniques to create the smile that you have always wanted, 

but never thought possible.  Through lip-repositioning, crown lengthening, bone surgery, Invisalign, or 

a combination of the four, your smile can go through the ultimate transformation.

But before any of the surgeries and procedures can commence, Dr. Gloria Ospina starts with a 

consultation.  This consultation is of utmost importance, and sets Dr. Ospina’s practice apart from the 

rest.  Why is the consultation so critical?  Keep reading to find out more!

Photographs and X-rays- Dr. Ospina needs to see the exact state of your smile.  

Photos are taken of your smile, ranging from your natural, gentle smile to a huge comedy size grin.  

These photos help Dr. Ospina evaluate how much gum is visible with varying levels of smiling.

Analyzation- with the photographs, Dr. Ospina is able to analyze the size and the position of 

your teeth, how much gum you have, and how thick your lips are.  From this analysis, Dr. Ospina can 

diagnose if a patient needs crown lengthening, and/or altering of the lower lip to a different position.

Your first visit marks the beginning of your new smile.  During your 

consultation, Dr. Ospina analyzes your smile from top to bottom.  

Usually, the following events happen during this visit:



WHAT ARE DR.GLORIA OSPINA’S 
TECHNIQUES?

TECHNIQUES

Diagnosis- with the diagnosis, Dr. Ospina takes everything into account.  Your facial symmetry, 

mouth symmetry, and what surgery options would work best for you.  Dr. Ospina takes the time to 

evaluate if you would benefit from bone removal, Invisalign, crown lengthening with veneers, lip 

reposition, or a combination of the processes.  This diagnosis process is critical to allow for any issues 

to be worked out from the get-go.  Unlike many other dentists, Dr. Ospina is able to avoid misdiagnosis 

so that you experience perfect results, the first time.  Taking the time for analysis makes the biggest 

difference for your smile results!

Lip Repositioning- this procedure is also known as high-lip line corrective surgery.  During 

this procedure, Dr. Ospina removes a piece of the tissue against the gum and against the soft gingiva.  

This technique releases the muscles underneath the gums and the lips rolls up, with the help of a small 

suture.  Dr. Ospina then adds Botox to the muscles that elevate the lip.  This extra step ensures that the 

lip remains in place, and that the sutures remain in place.  And, as an extra bonus, your lips become 

fuller, plumper, and look their absolute best!

Dr. Gloria Ospina has a variety of techniques for gummy smile 

surgery.  This variety of techniques allows for every patient to have 

the best results possible with procedures that work for the individual.  

Dr. Ospina has developed her own technique, her own protocol, and 

her procedure that yields only the best success rates!



Crown Lengthening- the procedure of crown lengthening can actually reduce the gum 

line.  Dr. Ospina measures every single tooth to see how much of your gum needs to be removed.  

After these careful calculations have been made, Dr. Ospina can then remove the additional gum and 

in some cases, add veneers to the teeth that are shorter.  In turn, you can have a fuller more beautiful 

smile, with less gum showing!

Bone Surgery- bone surgery allows for Dr. Ospina to raise the gums and reduce the amount 

of bone in a smile.  By using a water laser and ultrasound, Dr. Ospina can dramatically reposition bone 

mass that impacts the smile.  The bone can become flat, and in-turn, the teeth can reposition.  With the 

latest water laser and ultrasound technology, this procedure can be completed with less pain than ever 

before.  What’s not to smile about?

Invisalign- did you ever think that your gummy smile could be treated with invisible braces?  

Invisalign can help reposition your teeth and eliminate the appearance of gums.  Through a detailed 

course of action, Dr. Ospina plans your course of care out from beginning to end, and can analyze if 

Invisalign could work for you.  Dr. Ospina has had a multiple success stories with gummy smile patients 

and Invisalign-- see if it could be right for you!

All of these techniques have been created, practiced, and perfected by 

Dr. Ospina with the patient in mind.  Dr. Ospina only uses techniques 

that deliver the best results to ensure that the client is always satisfied.  



WHAT ARE SOME OF THE PATIENT 
CONCERNS?

When the word ‘surgery’ pops up, most people immediately associate it with trauma 

and pain. Dr. Gloria Ospina is trying to change that connotation by combining high 

technology and no trauma.  How is that possible?  Dr. Ospina makes certain to take 

the extra precautions that keep you pain-free and complication-free.

Dr. Ospina gives her patients a medication to control inflammation. This medication 

ensures that you do not experience unnecessary swelling post-procedure.

At Gables Perfect Smile, Dr. Ospina has experienced absolutely no medical 

complications with her patients.  With the addition of Botox to the procedures, there 

is no risk of the sutures tearing out with laughing or smiling.

In addition, all of the gummy smile surgery procedures are reversible.  That’s right! 

You do not have to lock into the procedure if you are not satisfied.  Dr. Ospina can 

use another technique called Vestioplasty tissue release to bring your old smile back.  

If you do not like how your smile looks post-gummy smile surgery, then you do not 

have to keep it for your lifetime*.   

*As a side note, Dr. Ospina has never had any one request that their gummy smile 

surgery be reversed.  The reason?  All of her patients have been absolutely pleased 

and satisfied with the results!



ARE THERE RISKS TO THE 
PROCEDURE?

As with any surgery or procedure, patients want to know what the risks are for a 

procedure.  Gummy smiles surgery is no exception, however, instead of a huge list of 

side-effects and complications, the risk level can be completed in one word-- ‘none.’  

With all of the precautions during the diagnosis phase of gummy smile surgery, Dr. 

Gloria Ospina ensures that your risk level remains low.  Because every action is 

charted before hand, you can rest assured that your medical complications remain at 

a minimum.  That is something that you usually do not get to hear pre-surgery!

It might seem too good to be true, but because Dr. Ospina emphasizes the importance 

of proper planning and diagnosis, you can leave your gummy smile in the best of 

hands and experience a worry-free surgery!

S A F EBeautiful



WHAT ABOUT DR. OSPINA’S GUMMY 
SMILE SURGERY SUCCESS RATE!

As you might have guessed from reading this e-Book, Dr. Gloria Ospina has a success 

rate that is unparalleled.  By taking the time to create a proper diagnosis, using Botox 

to help with the success of the stitches, and using only the latest and best techniques, 

Dr. Ospina has created a procedure that only delivers great results.

Dr. Ospina’s goal is to make your smile as beautiful as possible, and with the help 

of gummy smile surgery, this aspiration can become reality sooner than you ever 

thought possible.

So what do you have to lose?  During a consultation you will experience the expert 

analysis of Dr. Ospina and learn which techniques and procedures could work for 

your gummy smile.  If you want to experience a dentist who cares about your comfort 

and dental health, then come visit Dr. Ospina at Gables Perfect Smile.  You will be 

smiling once you visit and keep smiling for a lifetime!

Come experience the Gables Perfect Smile today!

If you like this eBook, make sure you 

check out our other eBook about 

porcelain veneers! This eBook details 

the ins-and-outs about porcelain 

veneers and gives you the inside look 

into the procedure!

Want More eBooks?
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Alex is a young man in his early twenties and wanted to reduce the amount of 

gum he showed when he smiles. Upon evaluating his case in our Coral Gables, 

Miami office, Dr. Ospina recommended the following course of treatment for 

him. First, Alex had an in office chair-side Zoom Two whitening procedure 

performed. Then the Gummy Smile Reduction Surgery was performed one week 

later. Lastly, he had light gum contouring performed to increase the amount of 

tooth shown when he smiles, while evening out the tooth gum line. Notice how 

the slanted appearance of his smile has been reduced with the combination of 

both procedures. Two weeks after his crown lengthening Dr. Ospina performed 

lip reposition to bring the lip down.

GUMMY SMILE BEFORE AND AFTER

BEFORE AFTER



A 30 year old lady came to our Coral Gables Fl office looking for improvement 

of her smile. Her main complaint was showing too much gum and her gum too 

thick. Dr Gloria Ospina carefully examined her smile and decided to increase the 

length of her teeth and do some bone reduction to eliminate the bumps around 

the ridge. Patient was able to see results immediately. Now she is ready to start 

orthodontic treatment with Invisalign.

GUMMY SMILE BEFORE AND AFTER

See our Smile Gallery click here. >

BEFORE AFTER

http://www.cosmeticdentistrymiami.com/photogallery/gummy-smile-surgery-7544/index.html
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